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Benedetto Boccuzzi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Otto Lamenti (2019) 
for solo violin and ensemble   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Preface  
 
Otto Lamenti is a cycle (in panels) for solo violin and ensemble in which both the musicians and the audience take a journey trough different emotional contexts and states of mind. 
From the profound pain of the praying mother to the (very serious!) barking of a dog that wants to go out; from a deep discomfort to the "electric bill complaining". A clash of 
contrasting meanings and atmospheres.  
 
The music is fragmented, theatrical and minimalistic at times, the panels are bonded by the silence. The musical breathing changes very sharply between powerful ensemble passages, 
and the loneliness of the solo violin. Dramatic cadenzas dissolve into static moments where melodies emerge. The music material echoes in different places throughout the piece. 
 
 Formal Overview  
 
Solo violin and Ensemble  
[flute, oboe, clarinet in b flat, cello and piano]  
 
 Lamento 1 solo violin and ensemble 
 
A - Gesture 1 (action) solo violin opening gesture, 
(reaction) ensemble as a big resonance chamber for the 
violin gesture  
B - Pedante e nervoso , solo violin  
C - Ensemble echoes the violin “pedante”  
D - Solo violin two long harmonics (Lonely, dreamy)  
A - Gesture 1 (reiteration)  
B' - Pedante e nervoso (shorter and perdendosi)  
 
 Lamento 2 solo violin and ensemble 
 
A - Rhythmic, obsessive:  solo violin and ensemble  
B - Più mosso, precipitando: dramatic ensemble, 
micropoliphonic passage and solo cello 
C - Solo violin, coda echoing section A    
 
 Lamento 3 solo violin, cello and piano 
 
A - Teso (tense), solo violin on a very high pitch  
B - violin and cello scratch section  
A' - Teso (tense), shorter version accompained by piano 
sharp accents  
 

 Lamento 4 solo violin and ensemble 
 
A - Semplice e religioso (introduction) solo violin  
B - Con eleganza, solo violin pizzicato melody and 
ensemble shorp gesture (x)  
C - Clicking, obsessive: wood and metal clicks and 
ensemble gesture (x) 
D - Double cadenza, appassionato, violin and cello oltre 
il ponticello (y)  
B’ - Con eleganza, solo violin pizzicato melody and cello 
(y) and ensemble (x)  
A’ - Semplice e religioso, solo piano two "aeolian harp” 
chords echoing the introducrtion  
x’ - solo violin last gesture 
 
 Lamento 5 solo violin and ensemble 
 
A - Perenne e profondo, statico: the whole ensemble 
sings  (low guttural sound), violin and cello bow on 
tailpiece, piano glass on strings  
B - Lamentoso, the solo violin transfigurates the 
Lamento 1 in a very slow tempo (intimate) 
A - Perenne e profondo, statico (reiteration)  
 
 Lamento 6 solo violin and ensemble 
 
A - Shadow music, very simple (Andante D845): violin 
and cello play molto flautando a  Schubert melody, 

accompanied by soft piano sounds 
B - Cadenza, pesante ed apocalittico: the piano opens 
with a sharp chord, the solo violin performs a cadenza 
passage that ends with a flute flatterzung  
C - Perdendosi: echos from the Andante triplets  
D - Andante d845 the ensemble performes a phrase 
from the Schubert’s Andante, very "classically" 
 
 Lamento 7 background and trio 
 
A - Background music, nervous, continuous and 
independent: textural layer (oboe, clarinet and piano) 
B - Trio, concitato e rapido [Background music 
continues]: flute, violin and cello in a fast jet whistle and 
tremolo passage 
 
 Lamento 8 solo violin  
 
A - Stabat Mater, Largo e doloroso 1 
A' - Stabat Mater, Largo e doloroso 2 
A’' - Stabat Mater, Largo e doloroso 3 
 
 Coda solo violin and performers voices  
 
Exaudi, Medieval, voices from far away: a polyphonic 
section for six voices and violin - sempre più piano.  



 
 Performance notes  
 
General 
 
The score is written in concert pitch  
microtonal pitches are sometimes suggested  
S. M. Senza Misura, when tempo is signed in seconds or 
 ad. lib. passages.  
In the Lamento n.2 all the grouped notes (acciacatura) 
 are played on the beat (instruments imitate the 
 violin Jeté) 

 Repeat the pitch and articulation 
the performers use their voices in   
 
Strings  
 
bowing always ad libitum (if needed change bow on long 
 notes)  
Arco ord. when not specified  

vibrato (follow the graphic) 

 (left hand) very low finger pressure 

 tremolo  
b. pizz. = pizzicato Bartok  

glissando/portato  

col legno battuto with muted strings 
 

 Over pressure scratch sound: 

vow very slow with muted strings 

percussion on the wood or other resonant surface 
(possibly with the metal bottom of the bow)  

Oltre il ponticello  

bow on the tailpiece or on a hevey rubber 
mute, modulate the pressure of the bow following the 
graphic 

 fast glissando with no pressure, imitating a flute jet 
whistle  
 
Woodwinds  
 

air sound (flute) 

 microtonal bisbigliato (flute) 

bend/glissando 

 produce a modulation between the 
note and a soft instable multiphonic (follow the graphic)  
 
k.c. = key clicks with ad libitum fingerings 
t.r. = tongue ram  
pizz. = pizzicato / slap  
flz. flatterzunf (flute)  
j.w. = jet whistle (flute)  
 
(Lamento 5) sing a low and guttural sound inside the 
instrument (take off the embouchure) modulate dynamics 
and pitch following the graphic  

 
Piano 
 

muted chromatic cluster (indicated pitches) with 
sustain pedal.  

 glissando with a (medium heavy) metal stick  
 
prepare the highest 9 pitches (from e to c) with patafix 
gum 
Étouffe = mute the string and play on keybord   

 percussion on metallic surface of the instrument 
(possibly tuning pigs)  with the metal stick, help the 
resonance with the pedal 
 
Aeolian Harp: mute the keys with the left hand and 
glissando on the strings with right hand finger tip  
 

glissando (lengthwise) with the flat 
bottom of a glass on the indicated strings, modulating 
pressure and speed, a variety of very high pitches should 
result. (in Lamento n. 7 add playing on the keyboard with 
left hand. 




































